
It’s about time that Destiny determines which sides Kukulkan will 

collaborate with?  

 
Respected employees of the company META, 

Would you be so kind as to leave this letter addressed to your CEO on the 
desk/mailbox of Mr. Mark Zuckerberg. Many thanks in advance! 

 
Dear Mark Zuckerberg, 

I hope that within your organization there is space, time and money 
available to create a virtual reality game, with enthusiasm, called: Maya 

Love Enlightenment Game (MLEG). In collaboration with your reflection of 
a new vision to support the Global Consciousness Shift?! 

 

The Maya Love Ënlightenment Game can only be finished if you awaken 
according to the United Universe Galaxy Academy regulation. We are 

escaping the Matrix (aka) the play of life because after that the real 
Cosmic Game will start on the whole. And this is the next level / part two 

of Maya Love Ënlightenment Game.  
 

So the Maya Love Ënlightenment game has the foundation of Cosmic 
existence and it is the meaning of life to play It according to the United 

Universe Galaxy Academy guidelines. 
 

*More info why I decided to work together: 
https://cooperatedestiny.wordpress.com 

 
*Sneak preview about how the Galaxy Academy as a wisdom school wants 

to contribute to a better living environment for everyone: 

https://akashickeeper.wordpress.com 
 

I will be grateful and honored to give a presentation for the management 
who are engaged in developing virtual reality games… 

 
Sincerely yours, 

Kukulkan is the Prophet of the United Universe 
Church:  www.UnitedUniverseChurch.com and Maya Elder (a.k.a. spiritual 

holistic wellness coach.) of the Galaxy Academy: 
www.GalaxyAcademy.space 

 
PS: I have also forwarded this important letter to the following 

respectfully co-colleagues: Satya Nadella @Microsoft, and Mark 
Zuckerberg @Meta, and, Sundar Pichai @Google, and Jeff Bezos 

@Amazon, and Elon Musk @SpaceX.   
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